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Abstract/Introduction: Geologic context is criti-
cal for interpreting observations from the many instru-
ments onboard the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) 
rover in Gale crater. Using orbital data initially com-
piled for engineering tests [1] and building on the ear-
lier work done by [2], the MSL project “crowd 
sourced” a geologic mapping effort of the nominal 
landing ellipse in preparation for tactical and strategic 
mission operations. Six major geologic/geomorphic 
units in the landing ellipse were mapped after consoli-
dating many similar units [4,5]: alluvial fan [3,4], 
smooth hummocky plains, bright-toned “rugged” units, 
flat-lying cratered plains/surfaces, “striated” light-
toned outcrops, and light-toned fractured surfaces. Ini-
tial stratigraphic models of these units have been pro-
posed based on our traverse from Bradbury Landing to 
Glenelg [6]. The spatial coincidence of three of these 
units at Glenelg serendipitously allows the MSL Team 
to explore most of the major geologic units within the 
landing ellipse and expand our geologic knowledge to 
similar outcrops surrounding the north half of the 
mound. The mapping effort is ongoing and will contin-
ue as Curiosity investigates rocks in Yellowknife Bay 
[4] and on the way to Aeolis Mons (informally known 
as Mt. Sharp) [5]. 

Methodology: As part of the entry, descent, and 
landing (EDL) modeling efforts for the final four Mars 
Science Laboratory (MSL) rover landing sites [1], 
comprehensive visual and topographic datasets were 
assembled for the landing ellipse in Gale crater. Initial 
mapping efforts by Anderson and Bell [2] were con-
ducted primarily with 6m/pixel Mars Reconnaisance 
Orbiter (MRO) Context (CTX) camera imagery. For 
this mapping effort, twelve MRO High Resolution Sci-
ence Experiment (HiRISE) 0.25 cm/pixel stereo pairs, 
three 6m/pixel stereo pairs from the MRO Context 
(CTX) camera, all processed in Socet Set by the 
U.S.G.S. Astrogeology Center [ref. in 1] and a crater-
wide 50 m/pixel digital elevation model (DEM) made 
from the Mars Express High Resolution Stereo Camera 
(HRSC) images were georeferenced together and mo-
saicked to form the base of a geographic information 
system (GIS). These datasets formed a “resolution pyr-
amid” to allow mapping at scales down to a few meters 
using orbital data alone. Datasets were projected into 
an Equidistant Cylindrical projection with a center lon-
gitude and center latitude of zero, on a spherical Mars 
of radius 3396190 m. Whereas simple cylindrical pro-
jections are typically not ideal for mapping efforts due 

to distortions at mid and higher latitudes, Gale crater’s 
location so close to the martian equator and small area 
creates almost no disortion in shape or area and allow 
directions to remain true. A 17 km x 12 km grid was 
developed from areocentric latitude -4.5ºN to -4.75ºN 
and positive east longitude 137.225º to 137.575º com-
posed of 140 1.2 x 1.2 km (0.025º) quadrants over the 
extent covering the final MSL landing ellipse. Each 
quadrant was used to extract 0.25 cm/pixel HiRISE 
visible, 1m/pixel elevation, and 100m/pixel thermal 
inertia data [7] and these data were provided to the 39 
members of the Gale Quad Mapping Team. Each team 
member digitized boundaries separating areas with 
distinct tone, texture, and morphology over the as-
signed quadrant(s) which were later compiled into one 
comprehensive map (Fig. 1). The mapping efforts have 
been concentrated in areas where Curiosity was likely 
to traverse; north of a dark basaltic dune field which 
serves as a natural barrier between the lower reaches of 
Mt. Sharp and the landing ellipse. However, due to the 
position of the EDL ellipse at the toe of an alluvial fan 
[3,4], mapping was extended northward for additional 
geologic context. 

Geology: The geologic map presented here (Figure 
1) contains 6 major units: a texturally smooth unit that 
makes up the Peace Vallis alluvial fan unit [3,4] with 
many inverted channels that are several meters vertical 
(“low thermal inertia fan” in [2]), a light-toned unit 
with sub-meter width fractures of variable length and 
spacing that is further subdivided by [4] (“high thermal 
inertia fan” in [2]), flat-lying more heavily cratered 
surfaces (“mound skirting” in [2]), tonally-smooth 
though topographically hummocky plains (“hummocky 
plains” in [2]), bright-toned topographically variable 
‘rugged’ terrain unit composed of material that is not 
fractured, and a ‘striated’ (layered?) light-toned unit. 
Units for eolian fill/bedforms and obvious continuous 
ejecta blankets that occasionally covered the major 
units were also designated, though they are minor 
components. Smooth hummocky terrain was distin-
guished as unique and separate from [2] “hummocky 
plains” that exists between the northern crater rim and 
the fan which can contains bright smooth fill in low-
lying depressions, although the distinction between 
these units may be minor. The rugged terrain appears 
outcrop up through the smooth hummocky unit as ridge 
or mesas outcrops. Some of the rugged terrain may 
have been visited by Curiousity on its way to Yellow-
knife bay at bedrock exposures of what appears to be 
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fluvially deposited gravels, such as Link    
(http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/images/Williams-
2pia16188-br2.jpg) [9]. The majority of the smooth 
hummocky terrain appears as a gravelly lag mixed with 
other centimeter-sized angular breccia fragements of 
unknown origin, though some visually look basaltic. 
Initial mapping of the complex array of geologic units 
as Curiosity descends into Yellowknife Bay has oc-
curred, but future work will be conducted to confirm 
those relationships [4]. Intial stratigraphic relationships 
have been proposed based on this mapping [5,6] and 
the units are in approximate stratigraphic order on the 
map legend, though many relationships need ground 
confirmation. For example, there are several spatially 
and topographically distinct occurrences of cratered 
surfaces and it is unclear whether they are stratigraph-
ically interbeded with the other units or part of one 
larger contiguous unit that has since been eroded [5,6]. 
We do know that fan-like sources appear to feed into 
cratered surfaces in the northern parts of Gale (e.g. 
[2]), so our mapping efforts and ground investigations 
will help decifer the larger geologic evolution of post-
impact Gale crater. 

Future work: With our initial mapping complete, 
the MSL mapping group continues to refine mapped 
units along a potential rover traverse into Yellowknife 
bay [4] and towards the lower reaches of Mt. Sharp [5]. 

Our mapping will be enhanced with in-situ science 
observations as we progress towards the ultimate goal 
of sampling clay and sulfate units in the main science 
area at the base of Mt. Sharp. 
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Figure 1 (below): Geology map of the MSL landing 
ellipse. Extent (A) overview of alluvial fan units [3,4], 
(B) for traverse and Yellowknife Bay units [4,6], and 
(C) for units along the traverse to Mt. Sharp [5]. The 

legend 
shows the 
approxi-
mate strat-
igraphic 
order as 
proposed 
by [6]. Red 
oval is the 
nominal 
landing 
ellipse. 

*Map colors are muted to show the HiRISE mosaic. 
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